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The Free Software Directory needs you! IRC meetups every Friday [4]

The Free Software Directory is an essential catalog of free software online. The Directory is
maintained by countless volunteers dedicated to the promotion of software that respects your
personal liberty. As with any group composed of volunteers, the informal Directory team has
people who come and go, and right now, it could really use some fresh new members to kick
our efforts into high gear.
Tens of thousands of people visit the Directory every month to discover free software and
explore information about version control, documentation, and licensing. All of this
information is also exported in machine-readable formats, making it a valuable source of data
for the study of trends in free software. The Directory is powered by MediaWiki, the same
software used by Wikipedia.

Builder 3.33.1 [5]

Our first 3.33 release has landed as we move towards 3.34. There is a lot to do this cycle in
case you?re interested in contributing. The best way to get started is to dive into the code. We
can help you with that on IRC.
Lots of this release is code behind the scenes, so screenshots won?t do them justice. But there
are some visible goodies too.
We got a DBus Inspector inspired by D-feet. The long term goal is to merge that new code
into D-feet itself.

GtkSourceView moved to Meson [6]

The master branch of GtkSourceView (what will become 4.4) has moved to meson for
development. I branched gtksourceview-4-2 for patch releases of 4.2.x which will remain
autotools. Today?s release of gtksourceview-4.3.1 contains both autotools and meson.
However 4.3.2 will remove autotools entirely.
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